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HIGH AND MIGHTY
Personal butlers, private lift, outdoor hot tubs. And then there’s the 
skiing. DUNCAN MADDEN samples the high-life in Oberlech, Austria

IT CAN BE tricky finding a truly exceptional 
place to holiday. Dazzling websites, luxury 
travel agents, glossy brochures – all can 

present a property or hotel in the finest light 
and make the mediocre look mesmerising. So 
when I was invited to stay at the newly opened 
Chalet N in Austria’s fashionable Oberlech 
resort – raised 1,660m aloft in the pristine 
snow-capped Alpine peaks of the Arlberg 
Massif – I was hopeful if not expectant of 
something truly special.

I’ll try not to be such a cynic in the future, 
because Chalet N is that rarest of things – 
beyond expectation. Sumptuous, luxurious, 
indulgent, extravagant; there simply aren’t 
enough superlatives to lavish upon it. But as 
with everything in life such rarity comes with 
a price tag. And it’s a biggie, so I’ll get it out 
of the way early: it’s £231,000 a week. And you 
can only rent it for the full week. Ouch.

So what does just shy of a quarter of a 
million pounds buy for your seven days? Pretty 
much anything you like within the environs 
of the self-awarded six-star chalet. Don the 
in-house Porsche-design skis and glide on to 
the piste from your own private lift. Return 
to a hay sauna, Swarovski crystal-enclosed 
rainforest shower and champagne-fuelled 
soak in an outdoor hot tub. Sip pre-dinner 
cocktails and cast disbelieving eyes over the 
magnificent icy tundra from the Ice Bar. Slice 
exquisite culinary creations with titanium 
cutlery in the vaulted wine cellar. And if you 
still need more, no doubt Wolfgang or Markus, 
your two personal butlers, will indulge your 
every whim. To say you’ll feel at home is to 
insinuate you live in a palace.

I arrived with my better half fresh into 
Innsbruck Airport via the chalet’s private jet 
(amazingly, not included in the price) and 
a swift 110km run up winding Alpine passes 
into the tiny resort of Oberlech. Peering 
over ultra-fashionable Lech nestling in the 
valley below and surrounded on all sides 
by towering jagged peeks, it’s an imposing 
setting perfectly mirrored in the organic, but 
decadent, style of Chalet N. 

Spread over 1,800 sq m, this locally sourced 
wood and stone five-storey building (it took 
five years to gather the wood and another six 
to build at a cost of €38m) houses 11 suites 
catering to 24 guests exclusively. A chalet 
rather than a hotel, you share your experience 
only with your companions and the price stays 
the same whether there are two or 24 of you. 

We were met by a battalion of 26 staff and 
ushered into relaxed, but indescribably plush 
surroundings. The reception is more lounge 
than foyer and can barely be described as 
such, with any check-in formalities lost in the 

welcome greeting of cocktail and canapé. We 
were there long enough only to meet our host 
and butlers before wandering past the lounge 
bar and dining room to our suite. With a bottle 
of my favourite champagne on ice, Baobab 
candles scenting the air and our names 
monogrammed on to our pillowcases, there 
was no question we were in the right place. 

Vast, with a separate lounge, walkthrough 
dressing room, bathroom with freestanding 
bath, double shower and one of those fantastic 
imported Japanese toilets that does everything 
for you but the necessary, it’s designed to be 
somewhere that answers your every want. All 
modern conveniences are, of course, on offer, 
from wifi to 3D TV, wireless sound system to 
Nespresso coffee machine, and you’d expect 
nothing less. But the real star is the suite itself. 
Unobtrusively adorned with atmospheric 
Alpine photography, designer furniture, luxury 
fabrics and that all-encompassing embrace 
of wood on every surface, its mute tones and 
many textures are like a massage to the visual 
cortex. Simply put, it’s a damn nice place to be. 
I spent an indecent amount of time standing 
and staring at it before my eye would catch 
the glint of sun on snow from the mountains 
beyond, perfectly framed by the bulletproof-
glass windows.

The sight of those mountains bounces 
me back to reality (or as close as you can get 
to it in such surroundings), and we quickly 
changed into our ski gear to catch the 
last hour of light on the slopes. There’s no 
traipsing in ski boots or long cable car rides 
here – the skiing starts from the front door. 
Sticking to the local slopes, well connected by 
a series of chair lifts, the snow was superb and 
the late afternoon runs surprisingly free from 
crowds. As the sun dipped and vast ominous 
shadows like mountainous claws slowly 
engulfed the wonderland around us, we skied 
lazily back to the promise of Chalet N’s spa. 

One dip in the pool, one steam in the salt 
gallery and one simmer at 40 degrees in the 
outdoor hot tubs and we were refreshed and 
ready for dinner. The kitchen falls under the 
watchful eyes of Marent brothers Christian 
and Alexander, who work in unison to 
create new twists on authentic Austrian 
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➤ dishes. They succeed, and our eight-
course eat-athon is a textbook introduction 
to flavours I never new existed. From the 
roasted duck ravioli with red cabbage and 
sweet chestnut to the amazing turbot praline 
with a parsley and champagne bouillon, dishes 
are inventive, surprising and, crucially, belly- 
bulgingly delicious.

Accompanying such gastronomy is a wine 

list good enough to lure even the staunchest 
teetotaller back to the sauce. Of the hotel’s 
360-strong bin, 60 labels are available in as 
much quantity as you can quaff at no extra 
damage to your wallet. And while the Pétrus 
1961 may not be among them, there are some 
fine drops to choose from. We dived straight 
into the Austrian scene with an excellent 
Grüner Veltliner Schütt Smaragd Weingut 
Knoll followed by a sublime Blaufränkisch 
Ungerberg Weingut Paul Achs 2007 that sat 
perfectly with the ‘refined dining’ ethos. 

Too well in fact, as the post-meal torch-lit 
stroll on to the slopes seems hazy and dreamlike 
in my memory now. Maybe because of the 
wines, but just as likely thanks to the star-
speckled snow trails that silently guided us to 
the nearby indoor farm where we met resident 
mountain goats and donkeys and downed shots 

of traditional Austrian pear schnapps. Bizarre, 
yes, but an atmospheric adventure that only 
added to the mystique of the location. 

The next day dawned not quite as bright 
and early as intended thanks to the late-
night après ski that endured into the small 
hours amid a frenzy of improvised cocktails, 
oversized brandies and no small amount of 
off-key singing. Such are the actions of the 
common man unleashed unfettered into the 
surroundings of the rich and famous. The 
great thing about a private chalet ahead of 
a hotel, however, is that there are no time 
frames – no ‘breakfast before ten’ rules. Just 
as well, as at midday our croissants were still 
fresh, juices cold, coffees hot and my Austrian-
style cooked breakfast soon washed away any 
lingering threat of a hangover. 

To the slopes, then. Oberlech sits in the 
heart of the infamous White Ring, a legendary 
ski circuit in the Arlberg Massif that links 
it to the resorts of Lech, Zürs and Zug via a 
series of connected cable cars and ski runs. 
Established for more than 50 years and home 
to the world’s longest ski race, it takes around 
two hours to cover depending on your ability 
(and hangover) and ensures you won’t ski the 
same run twice. Peppered with runs of every 

colour catering to everyone from beginner 
(me, after a 20-year ski sabbatical) to expert 
(my ski and snowboard instructor girlfriend), 
it’s among the best snowbound experiences 
in the Alps. And, of course, in classic Alpine 
tradition there are restaurants and bars 
surreptitiously placed along the route serving 
warming drinks, hearty foods and views the 
term jaw-dropping was created for. 

We ventured into Lech that night, making 
use of the courtesy Porsche for the five-minute 
drive down the mountain. But after spending 
an hour or two strolling this legendary resort 
town and sampling its excellent après ski, 
we soon drifted back towards Chalet N. 

And that’s the real appeal of this place. 
For a price only the richest can afford, 
Chalet N offers a luxury, convenience and 
service second to none, but it also offers a 
uniquely private way to relax in one of the 
world’s most glorious settings with nary a 
need to see anyone other than those you 
choose to be with.

Ski, sleep, eat and drink, float in the pool 
or simply stare out over the views unfolding 
around you – it’s a place to do exactly what 
you want and nothing more. Enjoy it, because 
you sure as hell paid for it. ■
Chalet N sleeps up to 24 people and is available 

for exclusive use from €270,000/£231,000 per week 

including full board and drinks, airport transfers, 

lift passes and one spa treatment per person. Visit 

oxfordski.com or call 01993 899 420.

 

All mod cons are, of 
course, on offer, from 
WiFi and 3D TV to a 
wireless sound system

IN THE LAP 
OF LUXURY: 
Chalet N in 
Austria’s  
fashionable 
Oberlech 
district supplies 
everything you 
could possibly 
want from a ski 
chalet, including 
26 staff, and can 
cater for up to 24 
guests in a five-
storey building 
which houses 
11 suites.

TIME FOR 
A RE-BOOT: 
Augmented by an 
entirely new liner 
concept called 
MyCustomfit 
3D – which is 
pre-shaped on a 
3D form around the 
ankle and foot – 
the Salomon X-Pro 
100 Boot (£290) 
has a 360-degrees 
Custom Shell 
which now 
extends to the 
top of the cuff 
for more comfort 
around the calf.
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